MAARIVANAM PHASE II

DATE: 11/02/2023
VENUE: Chellappampalayam

“A garden is not a place, it’s a journey.”

National Service Scheme, PSG College of Technology organized a one-day gardening camp II in Maarivanam garden on 11th January 2023 at Chellappampalayam, an adopted village by NSS.

Around 55 volunteers participated in this gardening camp. The volunteers reached the camp site at 9:30 AM. The day started off with a prayer song sung by a volunteer in the general assembly. Followed by that, Thirukkural and News were read by the volunteers. The assembly came to a conclusion by the announcement of the day’s work explained by the Secretary, NSS.

Dr. R Senthil Kumar, NSS Program Officer accompanied and guided the volunteers. As the work has already begun, the volunteers continued cleaning the plant pit in west side. Some volunteers involved themselves in cleaning the garden by picking up the wastes nearby the garden. The volunteers were also given education about the plants and their uses.

In the afternoon, at 1:30 PM the volunteers were taken to Government High School, Chellamppampalayam. The Student Development Program was conducted and the volunteers showed their active participation and earned rewards. The NSS Program Officer Dr. R Senthil Kumar then provided the volunteers information on the value of tree planting, waste disposal, water management and water scarcity. The one-day gardening camp came to an end with that.
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